ACCESSORY
There are different chargers (fig.6, fig.7) for the series of
rechargeable products.
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USB Power Supply or Power Adapter(D.C.5V)
Takes about 10 hours to charge a Ni-MH Battery full
Trickle-charging and Over-charge Protection
Battery Charging:

Insert the product into the charger seat, and plug in power source,
then indicating a BLUE light: the battery is under charging.
Everlasting BLUE light during charging or full, until it is OFF when
taking the product out from charger.
Due to an Over-charge Protection, the battery can be always
charged, even if full.
The device with battery can be used whenever, even still under
charging.
Please ensure turn off the device while charging.
h/2.4V
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Ni-Mh

Please use the specialized bulb (Model: V-BT101/ V-BT102).

As classic medical devices in ENT (Ear, Nose and Throat), the series

Unscrew the battery cap on the bottom of handle. Take the old battery
out and insert the new rechargeable one inside of handle, with the plus
(+) upward and then cover with the cap. Please kindly note replace the
battery with the rechargeable one (Model: V-BA100) specified by the
manufacturer.

of otoscopes adopt a total reflection of optical fiber, and make light
path and observation of light tend to a coaxial through the optimization
design, which increase the visual field of view. It is used for viewing

When replacing the battery, please ensure the positive(+) up and
negative(-) down, contacting with the cover cap.

the tympanic membrane and external ear canal, helping doctors to
diagnose outer and middle ear pathologies in clinic.

Illumination

Fiber Optic Illumination

Luminance

18.5 Lumen

Magnification

3X

Tip sizes

2.4mm,3mm,4mm,5mm

Bulb

Specified Model: V-BT101, V-BT102

Battery

Ni-MH Rechargeable Battery (1600mAh, 2.4V)
Temperature

Operation

XHL Xenon Halogen Bulb and LED Bulb for option.

Humidity

30% ~ 75%

Air pressure

3X Magnification for the viewing window.
V-BT101 (LED Bulb) or V-BT102 (XHL Bulb) used.

Temperature

Storage &

10% ~ 90%

Humidity

Transport

Air pressure
MDD 93/42/EEC

Standards

IEC 60601-1:2012, IEC 60601-1-2:2007

ACCESSORY
There are different chargers (fig.7, fig.8) for the series of
rechargeable products.
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USB Power Supply or Power Adapter(D.C.5V)(fIg.9)
Takes about 10 hours to charge a Ni-MH Battery full
Trickle-charging and Over-charge Protection
Battery Charging:

Insert the product into the charger seat, and plug in power source,
then indicating a BLUE light: the battery is under charging.
Everlasting BLUE light during charging or full, until it is OFF when
taking the product out from charger.
Due to an Over-charge Protection, the battery can be always
charged, even if full.
The device with battery can be used whenever, even still under
charging.
Please ensure turn off the device while charging.

Please use the specialized bulb (Model: V-BP101/ V-BP102).

Direct ophthalmoscope, a classic medical device for ophthalmology,
adopts a professional lens system. It makes doctors convenitently
get a clear visual field and examine the interior structures of eyes,

Unscrew the battery cap on the bottom of handle. Take the old battery
out and insert the new rechargeable one inside of handle, with the plus
(+) upward and then cover with the cap. Please kindly note replace the
battery with the rechargeable one (Model: V-BA100) specified by the
manufacturer.

such as dioptricmedia etc..

Illumination
When replacing the battery, please ensure the positive(+) up and

XHL Xenon Halogen Bulb and LED Bulb for option.
V-BP101 (LED Bulb) or V-BP102 (XHL Bulb) used.

negative(-) down, contacting with the cover cap.

Direct Illumination

Luminance

18.5 Lumen

Bulb

Specified Model: V-BP101, V-BP102

Battery

Ni-MH Rechargeable Battery (1600mAh, 2.4V)
Temperature

Operation

Humidity

30% ~ 75%

Air pressure
Storage &
Transport

Standards

Temperature
Humidity

10% ~ 90%

Air pressure
MDD 93/42/EEC
IEC 60601-1:2012, IEC 60601-1-2:2007

